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All winter long, people in the Green Hollows have prepared for a final battle with Gnag the

Nameless and the Fangs of Dang. Janner, Kalmar, and LeeliThrone Warden, Wolf King, and Song

Maiden of Annieraare ready and willing to fight alongside the Hollowsfolk, but when the Fangs make

the first move and invade Ban Rona, the children are separated. Janner is alone and lost in the hills;

Leeli is fighting the Fangs from the rooftops of the city; and Kalmar, who carries a terrible secret, is

on a course for the Deeps of Throg. Meanwhile in Skree, Sara Cobbler and Maraly Weaver care for

the broken Artham Wingfeather as Fangs muster for battle across the Mighty River Blapp.  Sea

dragons lurk in the waters. Wicked Stranders crawl through the burrows. Ridgerunners and trolls

prowl the land. Cloven haunt the forest. Monsters and Fangs and villains lie between the children

and their only hope of victoryin the epic conclusion of The Wingfeather Saga.

Hey, folks. If you&#39;re just discovering me or any of my work, it can be a little confusing because

there are several facets to it. Here&#39;s the rundown:* I write songs. I also record them to these

cool things called CDs and put on concerts around the country. (And beyond! To my great delight, I

get to play in Europe every year or so.)* I write books. I&#39;ve just completed a four-book fantasy

series for young readers called the Wingfeather Saga. I also drew some of the pictures (but not the



awesome ones). (WingfeatherSaga.com)* I&#39;m the proprietor of the Rabbit Room, a community

of songwriters, authors, and artists interested in storytelling, faith, and fellowship. We have a yearly

conference called Hutchmoot, which is as strange and wonderful as it sounds. (Hutchmoot.com)*

I&#39;ve been married for nineteen years to Jamie, and we have three sweet children: Aedan (16),

Asher (14), and Skye (12). We live in a magical place we call the Warren, just south of

Nashville.The common thread in all this is my love for Christ and his Kingdom, my belief in the

power of story and art, and my need for family and community. If I had to boil it all down, I&#39;d

say this: I want to use my gifts to tell the truth, and to tell it as beautifully as I can.That ought to get

you started. For a more in-depth look at what I do, visit Andrew-Peterson.com. Thanks! --This text

refers to the Unknown Binding edition.

Truly an epic tale that decries selfishness and jealousy. Sacrifice,courage and servanthood are on

display for all who wish to be blessed, thank the Maker! Great series for young and old! There is

detail of character, and plenty of characters with which to relate! There are characters you can look

up to and wish you were more like them. Steady and noble and long-suffering. There are plenty that

have inner struggles very much like the ones common to us all. The battle scenes provided an

excellent framework for anyone to interpret in their mind how things were going. A youthful reader

would not fill out the story like an older reader would, and that is good. While the Wingfeathers

endure hardships, loss and miserable personal failures, I found plenty of bravery, and willingness to

keep going. Plenty of action, too. When a character couldn't go on, help of some sort was sent by

the Maker.Well worth the price. I wish all four books in the series were available as a set! That

would be so handy. Five stars for the story, however! Read these books and give them as gifts!

Read them as a family! My granddaughter and I read this book together and had many great

conversations. A final shout out to the first two books on audible...they are wonderful to listen

to...and wish the last two books were audible-available with the same performers! It was a fantastic

job.

An epic adventure for all ages chocked full of powerful (and often silly, in a good way) allegories of

our current day displayed through family, despair, love, loss, hope, strength, song and the

importance of one's true identity.Thank you, Andrew Peterson. Your words in song and now your

words in print continue to artfully unveil the wonder, majesty and glory of God's plan of salvation for

his people found only in the sacrificial and redemptive blood of Christ Jesus our Lord and King.



I started reading this series with my son, who is in sixth grade, whose honors literature teacher

recommended them. I have just finished book number 4, and I cried with joy and peace and

sadness and GOODNESS (although I know that's not a proper word) at the end of books 3 and 4. I

absolutely love the themes of redemption and forgiveness and love which are interwoven with

adventure and plot twists. I have thoroughly enjoyed these books, and from the cliffhanger at the

end of book 4, I hope there is a book 5 in the works. I highly recommend this series.

This series is destined to become the contemporary equivalent of CS Lewis' Chronicles of Narnia.

They will become classics, with the same quality Lewis proffers of writing something for children that

is equally captivating for adults.Many authors of serial works begin well but can't maintain the same

quality and interest -- much like movie sequels that seldom equal the initial film. However, in this,

the final book of the series, this author acquits himself admirably in providing page-turning

suspense, portraying characters with depth and fidelity, and tying up the loose ends from the entire

series in a way that is wholly satisfying.Peterson writes with delightful humor, unique creativity, and

exceptional skill. This book, and the series it concludes, are not to be missed. Turn off the TV and

make reading this series a family affair.

The best. I have read the series and saved them for my grandchildren. Action packed, unforgettable

characters. Lots of adventures, heroes and heroins. The good are good and the bad are bad. The

animals are creative.Children save the day and yet have limitations and co share responsibility with

adults and respect and submit to them for their wisdom and bravery. Teaches that evil looks like it

will prevail because of superior forces but that it will fail when confronted with a pure heart driven by

love.

A glorious picture of sacrifice and grace. Peterson's final installment in the Wingfeather Saga is

worth the wait. Perhaps the best of the four, The Warden and the Wolf King is captivating and draws

to a lovely conclusion the journey of Janner, Tink, and Leeli. I would highly recommend this series

for middle school boys or as a family read-aloud. Of course, fans of Narnia would certainly find

something to like in Anneira as well.

Finished (finally) reading to the boys. Fantastic series. All I know is I perfected reading in a tearful

voice... We couldn't help but get carried away!



This is a great series of books for middle school aged kids through adults. The books are well

written with a flair for the absolutely absurd. The characters are rich and the story is so layered that

the reveals are unexpected and exciting. When you get to the end and see the grand plan - that

honestly at first looked like a hot mess - it's genuinely amazing.
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